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WE TAKE
RESPONSIBILITY
We at Magasin have a vision to not only deliver a quality product in beautiful packaging. It is
also important to us that our products are made under humane, legal and fair conditions, in an
energy efficient and environmentally friendly manner. We work together with the following
organisations (see bottom of this page) to ensure that our wishes are adhered to.
We take full responsibility in order that you know that you have bought a product with
all of our requirements.

Johan Jüngling
VD
Magasin friend of brands AB

FRIEND OF BRANDS

SINCE 1985

®

TM

Magasin friend of brands is today a leading wholesaler of designed products.
Our brands are sold by carefully selected reseller only.
Brands not for sale in Finland: Dualit and Vacuvin.
Reservations for print errors and price changes.

Ansluten till

ISO
14001

ISO
9001

MILJÖMÄRKT 341 222

COTTON MESH BAG HOME

A modern time net bag in untreated, organic cotton. It takes up
little space but holds a lot. Perfect to have in your bag when you
need a big shopping or to the convenience store. Double handles allow you to carry it in your hand or on your shoulder. The
box is small before you use it for the first time, but it stretches
out after use. machine wash max 30 gr. H:32cm, W: 47cm.
Cotton organic. 145712, € 5,30

FRUIT COTTON MESH BAG HOME

These cotton muslin produce bags are certified organic by the
Global Organic Textile Standard international working group.
They are an eco-friendly produce bag alternative to the plastic
bags that you may currently be using. You can choose the size
of organic produce bag that you need, to store your produce in
a green and healthy way. Machine wash in cold water / hang dry.
Some shrinkage may occur.
H:33cm, W: 30cm, Cotton/metal. 145713, € 5,50
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SUSTAINABILITY
At present our most important work is to protect our natural,
resources and environment. To demonstrate our commitment to
this mission we have with great care handpicked a variety of
products which we belive will ensure a sustainable future. Here
you can carefully choose a gift which will stand the test of time.
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ORGANIC SOLID SPOON

30 cm, 35 % Wheat fibre – PP. VR305200, € 5,00

ORGANIC SLOTTED SPOON

30 cm, 35 % Wheat fibre – PP. VR305201, € 5,00

ORGANIC SKIMMER

33,5 cm, 35 % Wheat fibre – PP. VR305205, € 5,00

ORGANIC MASHER

22,5 cm, 35 % Wheat fibre – PP. VR305206, € 5,00

ORGANIC WHISK

29,5 cm, 35 % Wheat fibre – PP. VR305207, € 5,00

ORGANIC SOLID TURNER

31 cm, 35 % Wheat fibre – PP. VR305202, € 5,00

ORGANIC SLOTTED TURNER

31 cm, 35 % Wheat fibre – PP. VR305203, € 5,00

ORGANIC LADLE

31 cm 35 % Wheat fibre – PP. VR305204, € 5,00

ORGANIC 5 PIECE KNIFE BLOCK

35 % wheat fibre recycled steel PP– PP nature.
Viners Organic knife block is perfect for an
eco-friendly home. The block and handles are
crafted from 35% wheat fibre and at least 80%
recycled steel has been used to produce the blades.
The contoured handles provide maximum comfort
and secure grip. included 20 cm chef, 20 cm carving, 20 cm bread, 12,5 cm utility and 9 cm paring
knife. Handles will decompose under composting
conditions within 6 to 18 months.
VR305186 nature, VR305187 green, € 69,00
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OFFER

€ 24
KNIFE SET

Set of 4pcs in metal with
non-stick coating. Size 9cm,
12,5cm, 15cm and 20cm.
VR305216, € 34,00
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With over 110 years of heritage, Viners has designed a new and
innovative knife blade which places safety and functionality at the
forefront. The squared tip has been designed to maximise safe
use in and around the home, ensuring that performance will not be
compromised. As well as being stylish, the knives deliver the same
functionality as a standard kitchen knife to tackle all cooking tasks
including chopping, carving and dicing. The knives feature curved
ergonomic soft touch handles for optimum comfort, and the blades are
finished with a black non-stick coating which helps reduce cutting.

PARING KNIFE ASSURE

Paring knife in metal with black non-stick coating. Size 9 cm. VR305210, € 5,25

UTILITY KNIFE ASSURE

Utility knife in metal with black non-stick coating. Size
12,5 cm. VR305211, € 5,25

SANTOKU KNIFE

Santoku knife in metal with black non-stick
coating. Size 15 cm.
VR305212, € 8,00

CHEF KNIFE

Chef knife in metal with black non-stick coating.
Size 20 cm.
VR305213, € 8,00

BREAD KNIFE

Bread knife in metal with black non-stick coating.
Size 20 cm. VR305214, € 8,00

CARVING KNIFE

Carving knife in metal with black non-stick
coating. Size 20 cm. VR305215, € 8,00
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GLASS SET BY BERCATO

Ice cream scoop in a rustic style with
extra strong handle, 19 cm, including a
small grater 7,5x3,5 cm. Stainless steel/
acacia. From Bercato. Bercato gift box.
B60042, €13,50

MIXSKÅL VINERS®

The stylish yet practical stainless steel Mixing Bowl is a
perfect addition to your kitchen. With a 2.5 litre capacity,
the bowl features a curved rim for optimum grip when
mixing. Ø 29 cm. VR302198, € 7,00

KITCHEN
In order to be a master chef and produce a top notch dish,
it is important to have the correct equipment/tools. The
kitchen in the centre of the house and we have thoughtfully chosen beautiful products which we know will be
appreciated by anyone receiving these gifts.

BBQ KNIFES 4-PCS SET

Robust BBQ/steak knives from Bercato in
stainless steel and handle of acacia wood. 4
pieces packed in a gift box. B60034, € 17,00

ICE CREAM SET

Ice cream scoop in a rustic style with extra
strong handle, 19 cm, including a small grater
7,5x3,5 cm. Stainless steel/acacia. From Bercato.
Bercato gift box. B60042, €13,50
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BBQ AND CLEANING MOPS

Bercato series in book format’s latest sequel of the
time. Recycled cotton and natural rubber wood make
this set of two pugs everything from brushing your
various food products to the grill or cleaning bottles
to jars. Packed in gift box set of 2 pieces. By Bercato
set of 2, 23 cm, Rubber Wood/Cotton
B60048, € 16,00
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POT HOLDER GRAFISK HOME

Nice pot pad in Cultivated Acacia wood, extra thick
to keep the heat for a long time. Scandinavian home
Design. Ø: 20cm x H: 2cm.
146800, € 13,50

KNIFE SET

SEAFOOD CUTLERY SET

Rustic kitchen knifes, packed in giftbox. 3 pcs
set, 25,5 cm, 30,5 cm, 32,5 cm, stainless steel
and acacia wood. From Bercato. Bercato gift
box. B60037, € 26,00

5-pcs set made of stainless steel. four forks
and a claw cracker. From Bercato. B60038,
€ 16,00

CANDLE SET

Keep your candles in check with this gold
plating wick trimmer and snuffer. You’ll
wonder how you ever lived without them.
Makes a lovely housewarming/host gift.
2-Piece Wick Trimmer 19x2,7 cm and Candle
Snuffer 18x6 cm Set. Stainless steel with
brass electroplating. Wipe clean after each
use. B69013, € 20,00

SKEWERS SET BY BERCATO

Food Removable BBQ skewers 4-pcs. Skewer in stainless steel.
Has a clever push function on the top which helps the meet come
more easy on the plate. Packed in a gift box. B60043, € 18,00

CARVING SET

Consisting of knife and fork made from stainless steel and acacia wood. Knife: 33 cm, fork
26,5 cm. Bercato gift box. B60035, € 15,00
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rivsalt product family is designed by Swedish entrepreneur and
designer Jens Sandringer. Jens came up with the concept while
dining at a japanese teppanyaki restaurant in beijing. After
a productive six months of parental leave, the original rivsalt
product was launched at designtorget sweden in jan 2013

AMAZON CHILI

BIRDS EYE CHILI

SPICE GRATER

ROCK SALT RIVSALT™
SUOLARASYIN RIVSALT™

Common in many cuisines, chili peppers
are used to add heat and flavor. Whether
you grate it over risottos, pastas or tacos,
chili gives every dish a fiery aroma. But not
all of them are as hot as many people think.
The peppers in CHILI belong to the paprika
family [Capsicum] and the exclusive yellow
AMAZON CHILI adds a milder fruity note
to your dish. Our yellow amazon chili grows
in Columbia. It belongs to the sharper but
not extreme group of chilies with 50.00070.000 Scoville heat units. Amazon chilies
are harvested just before full ripeness, that’s
why they are yellow. 141412, € 11,00

With SPICE GRATER, you add flavor to your
cooking in style and with ease. Specifically
designed to grate all spices in the RIVSALT
assortment, it’s perfectly shaped to fit in the palm
of your hand. The grater is made of high-quality
stainless steel and has small Japanese style
blades instead of the holes you normally see on
European-style graters. The small blades do the
job perfectly and you see grains and shavings on
the dish in front of you while you grate thanks to
the grater’s small size. You know exactly when to
stop. 141415, € 17,50
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Common in many cuisines, chili peppers
are used to add heat and flavor. Whether
you grate it over risottos, pastas or tacos,
chili gives every dish a fiery aroma. But
not all of them are as hot as many people
think. The peppers in CHILI belong to
the paprika family [Capsicum] and the red
ORGANIC BIRDS EYE CHILI you get
the well-known tongue-tingling heat. The
red birds eye chili originates from Uganda
and each plant produces numerous hot
pods. With 90.000-120.000 Scoville heat
units on the Scoville scale, it’s among the
world’s hottest chilies. 141413, € 11,00

Pink rock salt from the Himalayan bedrock,
japanese grater and a table stand in untreated oak. Rivsalt gift box. 141400, € 26,00

RIVSALT™ CHILI

CHILI is all about flavor and experience. Just like
RIVSALT. So creating our own chili product, which
you are now holding in your hand, felt natural. A
perfectly shaped grater in stainless steel, a holder
in oak wood and the best possible chili pepper
selection we could find. Another Scandinavian
gastronomic experience by RIVSALT. Common in
many cuisines, chili peppers are used to add heat
and flavor. Whether you grate it over risottos,
pastas or tacos, chili gives every dish a fiery aroma.
But not all of them are as hot as many people think.
141411, € 25,00
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Wood utensils in the kitchen are more rule than the exception. Tina’s wooden utensils are made of cultivated acacia wood, available
in several different designs.
FORCEPS IN WOOD
Length 30,5 cm.
233302, € 10,50

WOODEN FORK
Length 30,5 cm.
233301, € 10,50

SPATULA

Length 30,5 cm.
233100, € 10,50

SPOON

Made of Acacia wood. 233300, € 10,50

TRAY DROP

Round tray Ø 38 cm, with black and white
pattern. Made from Melamin with birch
veneer. 237100, € 38,00

SPATULA WITH HOLES

Made of Acacia wood. 233200, € 10,50

MUG DROP

SPATULA

4-pcs mugs in stoneware with white/grey
embossed pattern. Design Linda Svensson.
232004, € 19,00

Made of Acacia wood. 233100, € 10,50

SERVING DISH DROP

SPICE RACK

A beautiful serving dish with an embossed
pattern made from white/grey stoneware.
Microwave and dishwasher safe. Tina gift box.
Medium: 33 x 22 x 3 cm. 230900, € 32,00

A beautiful little herb and spice rack made from
wood and brass. Dimensions: 30 x 17,5 x 11 cm.
Tina gift box. 234000, € 44,00

OFFER

€ 17,99

SERVING DISH DROP

A beautiful serving dish with an embossed
pattern made from white/grey stoneware.
Microwave and dishwasher safe. Tina gift box.
Large: 38 x 28 x 3,5cm. 231000, € 41,00

TRAY

A beautiful and practical little tray made from
Acacia Design Linda Svensson. Tina gift box.
Dimensions: 37 x 26 x 2,8 cm. 233600, € 27,00
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MILKJUG VEGETABLE, TINA

The design vegetable series, there is now also a smaller jug for many
purposes, such as milk for coffee, sauces both hot and cold. The
pattern is Designed BY Linda Svensson Edevint. In the same series and
lovely patterns, you will also find serving dishes, trays, cups, bowls and
cutting boards. Micro / dishwasher safe.
40 cl / H:12 x W:6,5cm. 232008, € 12

BOWL VEGETABLE, TINA SET OF 4

Size Ø 10 cm. White/green, stoneware. 232009, € 23

SERVERINGSFAT VEGETABLE TINA

Serving dish with a green pattern made from matt glazed stoneware.
Design Linda Svensson. Microwave and dishwasher safe. Tina gift box.
Dimensions: 34 x 17,5 x 3,3 cm. 231300, € 28,00
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MUG VEGETABLE

Follow-up to the design vegetable
series, now with cup for hot drinks.
4-pcs, 20 cl, white/green stoneware.
232006, € 21,00

PEPPERMILL

Pine wood with ceramic grinder. H 37 cm.
233799, € 38,00

MORTAL TINA

A perfect mortal in acacia. The handle on
the side helps you get a good and stedy grip.
Inside it is also deep enough so you can work
easily. H: 8 x Ø 11,5 cm. Pestle is 16 cm and
handle is 6,5 cm. 233900, € 37,00

TRIVET CORK KURBITS

Made from cork, 23x15x 0,8 cm. 230600, € 7,50

TOWEL HOLDER

Towel hanger with magnet. With the
help of two magnets, it holds the towel
in place, fitting as well in the kitchen as in
the bathroom. 8,5x2 cm in brown leather.
237000, € 15,00
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WOODEN KITCHEN
UTENSILS

Wood utensils in the kitchen are
more rule than the exception. Tina’s
wooden utensils are made of
cultivated acacia wood,
available in several different designs. Includes; spatula, spatula with
holes and spoon. 233100-1, € 30,00

SPOON

Made of Acacia wood.
233300, € 10,50

SPATULA
WITH HOLES

Made of Acacia wood.
233200, € 10,50

SPATULA

Made of Acacia wood.
233100, € 10,50
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In my kitchen it’s noisy, high ceilings and far from perfect.
Just as it should be when cooking. With my food I want to give
you greater confidence in the kitchen. I simply want to help you
challenge conventions, and to ignore everything that is
considered right or wrong. In my kitchen it’s anything but
lavish or perfect. There is no induction hob, large stainless
steel kitchen appliances or even dishwasher. Here is an old
electric stove and a tired dough mixer. It’s a very ordinary
kitchen, just like the vast majority of ordinary, cramped and
sometimes scrumptious kitchens in this country.
And that is after all the whole point!

TRAY DROP

Round tray Ø 38 cm, with black and
white pattern. Made from Melamin
with birch veneer. 237100,
€ 38,00
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VIN EVERYDAY BBQ
SET VINERS®

This 16 Piece BBQ Set
features high quality stainless
steel. BBQ tools and accessories. All stored in a dual
purpose bag which can also
be used as an apron. The
set contains a wire brush,
a set of tongs, a turner, a
fork, eight corn forks and
four skewers. Silver/black.
VR302196, € 46

VIN EVERYDAY 3PC
BBQ SET VINERS®

This 3 Piece BBQ Set features
high quality stainless steel
BBQ tools, all stored in a bag
for easy storage. The set contains a fork, a turner and a set
of tongs. VR302197, € 25,50
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MAGIC BBQ
CLEANING TOOL
HOME

Magic is an all natural BBQ
cleaning tool and wood grill
scraper. It is an alternative to the
old metal wire brush. It custom
grooves to uniquely fit your
barbecue grill without having
to worry about metal bristles
or harming your grill grates. It
is made of solid premium hard
wood and is designed for years
of grilling pleasure. It makes for
the perfect grilling accessory or
BBQ gift. Key Benefits: Customizes to Grill, Easy to Clean,
Grill Safe, Long Lasting and No
Wire Bristles. 50x12x2cm, Red
Oak Wood. 146001, € 29,50
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APRON VINTAGER LEATHER
HOME DENIM

Exclusive apron in vintage buffalo leather.
Adjustable neck strap. Packed in box . Made of
SMETA certified leather that complies with EU
”REACH” standards. This leather is made from
buffalo hides. The base of the leather is first dyed
to the color required and then top finishing is
done. To give it the vintage effect the hide is then
pressed in a heat roller to make smooth, and then
it is snuffed to give the vintage effect. It is due to
this process that the various shades and textures
come up, which only highlight and enhance its
look. It is totally azo free and chrome VI compliant. 76 x 64cm. 613201, € 97,00

APRON VINTAGE LEATHER HOME

Exclusive apron in vintage buffalo leather. Adjustable neck strap. Packed in box . Made of SMETA
certified leather that complies with EU ”REACH”
standards. This leather is made from buffalo hides.
The base of the leather is first dyed to the color
required and then top finishing is done. To give
it the vintage effect the hide is then pressed in a
heat roller to make smooth, and then it is snuffed
to give the vintage effect. It is due to this process
that the various shades and textures come up,
which only highlight and enhance its look. It is
totally azo free and chrome VI compliant. 76x64
cm, Buffalo Vintage Leather. 613139, € 97,00

APRON VINTAGE LEATHER HOME
MUSTARD

Exclusive apron in vintage buffalo leather in color.
Adjustable neck strap. Packed in box . Made of
SMETA certified leather that complies with EU
”REACH” standards. 76 x 64cm. 613200, € 97,00

CHEST APRON

Classic apron, perfect for branding. Available in
several colours. L 100 cm, b 65 cm. B20023 khaki,
B20015 marine, B20012 black, B20014 red, € 11,00

APRON DENIM

Classic apron in denim. 100 % cotton,
210 gsm, 65x100 cm. B20011, € 26,00

WAIST APRON DENIM

Stylish waist apron in classic design - jeans. Has
a soft material that protects your clothes when
cooking. 100% cotton 210 gsm, 65x90 cm.
B20010, € 17,00

APRON LEATHER

Exclusive apron made from the finest waxed
buffalo leather. Two front pockets with rivets for
extra strength and hanger for kitchen towel. 76x62
cm. From Scandinavian Home.
613133 brown, € 144,00
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BBQ GLOVES HOME

For private use, Risk category II as per Regulation (EU)
2016/425 This glove is designed to offer palm protection
only against contact heat, at performance level 1. ( threshold time minimum 15 s when exposed to a temperature
of 100 C). Only sultable for taking hot items off the hob,
keep away from naked flame and fire. € 19,00
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OFFER

€ 9,99

BBQ FORK SET

Digital BBQ fork with inbuilt thermometer.
Programmed to work with different meat
or fish. Works equally well in the kitchen.
Included are: 2 AA batteries, BBQ fork and
marinade brush. From Bercato.
B60020-2, € 27,80

STEAMER HOME

Steaming food is without a doubt one of
the best ways to cook healthy and nutritious
meals for you and your whole family. It retains
the nutrients and flavors compared to other
cooking methods. Make steam cooking easy.
With this steam basket you can quickly and
easily create steamed dishes. Drop the steam
basket into almost any saucepan - pot and be
ready to create a steamed masterpiece in no
time. Its foldable function makes it versatile to
fit in different pans, pots. Ø:18 x 9cm / Ø:27,5
x 22,2cm SS 430 / Silicone feet.
142302, € 15,00

KITCHEN SCISSORS
OLD STYLE HOME

HERB 3-BLADES SCISSORS
OLD STYLE HOME

KNIFE COVER 1 PC

MORTAL HOME

Classic Japanese Scissors. A flexible tool for
cutting with. In wrought iron. Packed in Scandinavian Home Packaging. 141850, € 8,90

Exclusive knife case in buffalo leather. Fits for
1pcs knife. Protects your knife blades from
other knives in draws. 21x6cm, brown, 142897,
€ 9,95

Herb scissors. Cut three pieces into a clip.
A handy tool for quick cutting of chives and
most herbs, 17.5 cm in black steel. 141860,
€ 11,50

The Scandinavian Home, Polished Granite
Pestle and Mortar features an inner surface
designed for maximised efficiency on both
dry and wet mixes; ideal for grinding and
preparing a range of pestos, cinnamon, cloves,
nuts and more. 149008, € 25,00
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SUSTAINABLE
The most important work of our time is to protect our resources
and environment. To show our commitment, we have carefully
selected a number of products that we believe ensure a sustainable
future. Here you can carefully choose a gift that is in time.

TYP PURE COL-CHANGE
TYPHOON®

TYP PURE COL-CHANGE
TYPHOON®

Watch the magic as you fill up
a colour changing water bottle,
bringing our eight new designs
to life! Made from high quality
stainless steel, and featuring
a leak proof-lid, the colour
changing bottles will bring
more fun to staying hydrated
for all ages! The coating on
the bottles changes above and
below 18°C, so on hot days will
change colour when cold water
is added and on colder days will
change colour with the heat of
your hand. H:24,5cm, Ø 7,5cm
800 ml, white recharge.
T1401761, € 23,00

Watch the magic as you fill up a
colour changing water bottle, bringing our eight new designs to life!
Made from high quality stainless
steel, and featuring a leak proof-lid,
the colour changing bottles will
bring more fun to staying hydrated
for all ages! The coating on the
bottles changes above and below
18°C, so on hot days will change
colour when cold water is added
and on colder days will change
colour with the heat of your hand.
H:24,5cm, Ø 7,5cm 800 ml, white
emoji. T1401764, € 23,00

TYP PURE SLIMLINE BOTTLE
GITNB
TYPHOON®

We have added natural
biodegradable cork
lunch bags with insulated food safe lining
to co-ordinate with the
Green Is The New Black
range and keep your
lunch fresher, warmer or
cooler for longer. We’ve
also introduced two
slimline bottles, perfect
for exercising, travelling
or slipping into a night
out clutch bag!
25x4 cm 350 ml
T1402025, € 12,00
14,5x4 cm 190 ml
T1402023, € 10,00
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TYP PURE COLCHANGE HELLO
TYPHOON®

Watch the magic as you fill
up a colour changing water
bottle, bringing our eight
new designs to life! Made
from high quality stainless
steel, and featuring a leak
proof-lid, the colour changing bottles will bring more
fun to staying hydrated for
all ages! The coating on the
bottles changes above and
below 18°C, so on hot days
will change colour when cold
water is added and on colder
days will change colour with
the heat of your hand. Our
550ml bottles feature a flip
out straw, perfect for younger children’s hands and dexterity, also helping in the fight
against single-use plastic.
H:20,5cm, Ø 7cm 550ml.
White hello sunshine.
T1401768, € 20,00

TYP PURE COL-CHANGE
TYPHOON®

Watch the magic as you fill up a
colour changing water bottle, bringing our eight new designs to life!
Made from high quality stainless
steel, and featuring a leak prooflid, the colour changing bottles will
bring more fun to staying hydrated
for all ages! The coating on the
bottles changes above and below
18°C, so on hot days will change
colour when cold water is added
and on colder days will change
colour with the heat of your hand.
H:24,5cm, Ø 7,5cm, 800 ml, white
leopard. T1401762, € 23,00

PURE COL-CHANGE TYPHOON®

Watch the magic as you fill up a colour changing water
bottle, bringing our eight new designs to life! Made
from high quality stainless steel, and featuring a leak
proof-lid, the colour changing bottles will bring more
fun to staying hydrated for all ages! The coating on the
bottles changes above and below 18°C, so on hot days
will change colour when cold water is added and on colder days will change colour with the heat of your hand.
Our 550ml bottles feature a flip out straw, perfect for
younger children’s hands and dexterity, also helping in
the fight against single-use plastic.
H:20,5cm, Ø 7cm 550ml.
White cloud
White dinosaur
T1401766, € 20,00
T1401767, € 20,00

TYP PURE COL-CHANGE
TYPHOON®

Watch the magic as you fill up a colour
changing water bottle, bringing
our eight new designs to life! Made
from high quality stainless steel, and
featuring a leak proof-lid, the colour
changing bottles will bring more fun to
staying hydrated for all ages! The coating on the bottles changes above and
below 18°C, so on hot days will change
colour when cold water is added and on
colder days will change colour with the
heat of your hand.
H:24,5 cm, Ø 7,5cm 800 ml, white.
T1402763, € 23,00
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FOOD THERMOMETER EKO HOME

Scandinavian Home EKO newest innovations is the Kinetic powered
thermometer that is powered without batteries. Instead, it is powered
by motion. The user can shake the thermometer to create a charge
and power on the display. The design is waterproof and dustproof with
a step-down folding probe that stores completely inside the body for
storage. Its response time to stable is less than sox seconds and the
thermometer has a wide temperature range to 300 degrees Celsius.
175 x 33 x 23mm, ABS/Stainless steel. 143750, € 19,00
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STEKTERMOMETER HOME
BLUETOOTH

Roast Thermometer Bluetooth Keep track of
your steak, fish or bird in the oven, via bluetooth up to 45 meters. 8 settings. Compatible
with ipad mini, iPad 3 and newer. iphones 4s
and newer. iPod Touch 5th Gen and Newer.
2xAAA battery not included. 144360, € 51,00

STEAK THERMOMETER FLEX
HOME

With its adjustable display, you can easily see
the temperature, no matter how to put the
needle in the food. Temperature 0 to 200C
Resolution:0. 1 °over full range Response
About 6-7 second Battery. included LR44.
143600, € 17,00

WIRELESS BBQ THERMOMETER
WITH 2 PROBES

Manual set of target temperature/temperature alarm, RF wireless temperature/ 6
meats sellection. 2 probes / cooking selection.
not including 4pcs AAA battery. 16 x 62 x
32,5mm. ABS/SS/stine. 144310, € 43,00

MEAT HAMMER

Meat Hammer also have meat presses when
baking With their simple design, making
outbench is easy for everyone. Meat hammer
makes you a chef at home. Never been easier
to handle all sorts of meet. 2 kg, Ø 10 x 12x2,5
cm. 147000, € 34,00
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STRAW IN GLASS SET / 6

Follow the durable environment, Straw
with associated cleaning brush, made of
borosilicate glass that is chemically resistant and has good hygiene properties, is
tough, scratch-resistant. Not suitable for
children under 10 years. Ø 0,7 cm L 20
cm, Borosilicate glass.
149005 transparent, € 8,00
149006 mixed colors, € 12,00

BAMBOO STRAWS SET

Set of 4pcs in bamboo incl cleaning brush.
21,4cm/ 4-pcs. T1401846 Bambu, € 6,80

PURE SET OF 4 STEEL
STRAWS

The Typhoon Pure range is a one-stop
shop to making a positive change.
Incl. cleaning brush. h21,4 cm SS steel.
T1401867, € 5,75

SILICONE STRAWS

Set of 6pcs in Silicone incl cleaning brush. 25cm/ 6pcs.
T1401849 Straight, 145:- T1401848 Bent, € 13,50
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BOTTLE BAG
TYPHOON®

We are introducing our
vegan leather lunch and
bottle bags to the PURE
Colour range. The lunch
bags are a generous size,
with plenty of room
for lunch boxes, water
bottles, fruit and snacks.
Both bag styles feature
a zip fastened pocket for
phones, keys, credit cards
etc. making them ideal
for commuting, lunch at
your desk or a day out.
Pink. PU Vegan Leather.
34cm x 10cm.
T1402035, € 19,00

LUNCH BAG CORK
TYPHOON®

We have added natural biodegradable cork lunch bags with insulated food safe lining to co-ordinate
with the Green Is The New Black
range and keep your lunch fresher,
warmer or cooler for longer.
We’ve also introduced two slimline
bottles, perfect for exercising,
travelling or slipping into a night
out clutch bag!
Cork. 22cm x 28cm x 9cm, 5 liter
T1402028, € 17,00

TYP PURE SLIMLINE BOTTLE TYPHOON®

We have added natural biodegradable cork lunch bags with insulated food safe
lining to co-ordinate with the Green Is The New Black range and keep your lunch
fresher, warmer or cooler for longer. We’ve also introduced two slimline bottles,
perfect for exercising, travelling or slipping into a night out clutch bag! White Green New Black Decor. Stainless steel.
25cm x 4 cm 350 ml. T1402025, € 12,00
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VEGAN LEATHER
We are introducing our vegan leather lunch and bottle bags to the PURE
Colour range. The lunch bags are a generous size, with plenty of room for lunch
boxes, water bottles, fruit and snacks. Both bag styles feature a zip fastened
pocket for phones, keys, credit cards etc. making them ideal for commuting,
lunch at your desk or a day out.

LUNCH BAG TYPHOON®

We are introducing our vegan leather
lunch and bottle bags to the PURE Colour range. The lunch bags are a generous
size, with plenty of room for lunch boxes,
water bottles, fruit and snacks. Both bag
styles feature a zip fastened pocket for
phones, keys, credit cards etc. making
them ideal for commuting, lunch at your
desk or a day out. PU Vegan Leather.
20cm x 28cm x 9cm, 4 liter.
Black. T1402032, € 29,00
Pink. T1402034, € 29,00
Blue. T1402030, € 29,00

BOTTLE BAG
TYPHOON®

We are introducing our vegan
leather lunch and bottle
bags to the PURE Colour
range. The lunch bags are a
generous size, with plenty of
room for lunch boxes, water
bottles, fruit and snacks. Both
bag styles feature a zip fastened pocket for phones, keys,
credit cards etc. making them
ideal for commuting, lunch at
your desk or a day out.
PU Vegan Leather.
34cm x 10cm.
Blue, T1402031, € 19,00
Black, T1402033, € 19,00
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SOURDOUGH STARTER SET KILNER®

The Kilner® Sourdough Starter Set contains all the equipment you need to make
fresh and delicious home made Sourdough bread. Sourdough breadmaking has
never been more popular and you´re not just limited to bread, you can also make
pancakes, pizza, tortillas and baked goods with a sourdough starter. Packed in
giftbox. Glass. 2 x 0,35 liter. KI25035, € 34,00
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CLEAVER KEN HOM

To Asian and Chinese cooks the cleaver is an allpurpose cutting instrument that makes all other knives
unnecessary. Once you start working with a cleaver, you
will see how easy it is to use on all types of food to slice,
dice, chop, fillet, shred or crush. It will quickly become
your go-to prep tool in the kitchen no matter what dish
you’re cooking!.18cm stainless steel taper ground blade
Ergonomically shaped handle for comfort and control.
Great for slicing and dicing vegetables, crushing spices
and tenderising meat. KH511, € 38,00

CHOPPING BOARD - SMALL

The Jamie Oliver Oak Chopping Board is an everyday kitchen
must-have which will become a staple product for your kitchen. A
modern design, this chopping board is ideal for chopping smaller
ingredients, without the need for a large surface. Instead of having to
store the boards against a wall or in a draw, the Oak Chopping Boards
feature a hole for hanging, keeping it out of the way. JB1900, € 31,00
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The Viners Barware Collection includes all of the items
required to create, serve and entertain your guests in
the comfort of your own home. Experiment creating
exotic cocktails, or chilling and serving your perfect
bottle of wine. Crafted from quality stainless steel, the
collection offers a brushed silver effect which will stand
the test of time, or stay on trend with the luxurious
brushed gold finish.

CHAMPAGNE BUCKET
VINERS®
Gold. Stainless steel.
4 liter, VR302233, € 28,00

VIN BARWARE WINE
COOLER DOUBLE
WALL VINERS®

ICE BUCKET DOUBLE
WALL VINERS®
Gold. Stainless steel.
1,5 liter, VR302235, € 39,00

Gold. Stainless steel.
1,3 liter, VR302236, € 32,00

REGENCY GOLD RAVENHEAD®

COCKTAIL SHAKER
GLAS VINERS®

Clear/silver. Stainless steel, glass.
280ml, VR302211, € 24,00
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The Regency Gold range features a collection of glassware
with a heavy base which makes each one feel well-balanced in
the hand and pleasing to hold. Each glass features a unique
textured pattern with a distinctive rim design that is painted
in real gold for an extra touch of luxury. Available in sets of
two, the range includes Hiball and Mixer glasses that are
suitable for serving cold juices in the garden or cocktails at
your next dinner party.
Mixer glas, 32cl. 2-pack. KR41407, €12,00
Hiball glas, 36cl. 2-pack. KR41406, € 12,00

PREMIUM
OFFICE
&

Exclusively chosen products which are perfect for
the office or elsewhere. You can also find mementos,
corporate gifts, or why not demonstrate some extra
appreciation towards your co-workers or clients.

TIE-APRON®

Tie&Apron combines the elegance of a neck tie
with the utility of an apron. Whether you are cooking, serving or just entertaining friends, Tie&Apron
turns every dinner into a spectacular moment, a ritual you won’t forget. The knotted tie of Tie&Apron
not only looks smart, it is perfectly adjustable and
there’s no chance of accidentally dipping your tie
in the soup..
Black/grey, 191000, € 59,00
Blue/black/white, 191010, € 59,00
Bordeaux/black, 191020, € 59,00

APRON VINTAGE LEATHER

APRON LEATHER

Exclusive apron made from the finest waxed
buffalo leather. Two front pockets with rivets
for extra strength and hanger for kitchen towel.
76x64 cm. From Scandinavian Home. 613133
brown, € 144,00

KNIFE CASE HOME

Exclusive knife case in buffalo leather with
Velcro fastening. Lining in coated polyester
which makes it durable and water resistant.
Place for 4 knives. L: 42.5cm, B: 30 cm, leather
strap, 73 cm (36.5cm) BSCI approved leather.
142896, € 135,00

Exclusive apron in vintage buffalo leather.
Adjustable neck strap. Packed in box . Made
of SMETA certified leather that complies with
EU ”REACH” standards. This leather is made
from buffalo hides. The base of the leather is first
dyed to the color required and then top finishing
is done. To give it the vintage effect the hide is
then pressed in a heat roller to make smooth,
and then it is snuffed to give the vintage effect.
It is due to this process that the various shades
and textures come up, which only highlight
and enhance its look. It is totally azo free and
chrome VI compliant. 76x64 cm, Buffalo Vintage
Leather. 613139, € 97,00
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TOASTER POLISH
NEW GEN

Classic toaster from Dualit, with 70
years experience in toasting. This
classic toaster is hand-held in England and all parts are available as
spare parts and can be replaced if
required. It has the unique patented
PROHEAT elements. Available
in more sizes and colors. 2-slice,
stainless. 595000, € 340,00. 4-slice,
stainless, 595100. € 425,00

TOASTER DOMUS

Domus Toaster Available in a 2 slot, Oversize slots
fit larger sliced loaves Patented Perfect Toast Technology, Patented Peek and Pop® function Striking
White solid body colour.
591320 Grey, 591310 White, € 169,00
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SOUS VIDE SANSAIRE

Sous vide is a cooking method that uses precise temperature
control to achieve perfect results, every time. Place your food in a
sealed plastic bag, set the temperature on your sous vide and place
both in a saucepan with water. Sous vide will now ensure that the inner temperature does not exceed that which you have selected. For
more flavor and texture quick fry your optimally warmed food.
1100W, 10 x 10 x 38 cm. 510000, € 187,00

KETTLE DOMUS

Easy to fill and pour, Ergonomic handle, anti drop
pipe. Powerful for fast cooking, windows for volume
viewing in both cups and liters. Patiented ”Flow
Regulator”. 591370 Grey, 591360 White, € 186,00

HAND MIXER

Dualits Hand Mixer is a real multifunctional
machine that works well for you, eggs or cream
with different speed ranges. Powerful motor with
full 400W. In addition to the pair of wings, there
are also hooks and balloons. 400 w, chrome/plastic.
597410, € 136,00
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DHB2 HAND BLENDER

With this practical set, you can easily handle the majority of smaller tasks in the kitchen, such as
mixing, whipping and chopping your food. All parts are handy to store without taking too much
space. The seat includes a motor unit with a mixer foot, a bowl of hackers, a balloon whistle and
a mixer pot. 700w, 4-pcs, chrome/plastic. 597500, € 204,00

TITAN - TRASH COMPACTOR
From Joseph Joseph. 39x33x68 cm.
J30030 stainless steel, € 318,00

INDICI INFORMATION SIGN WOMAN/MEN

ZACK Design Signs with self-adhesive tape,
available in several different versions Made of
the highest stainless steel quality 18/10. 8x8 cm,
18/10 mat. 850712, € 14,00

CALZO SHOE HORN, INCL,
MAGNETIC WALL MOUNT

Practical shoe horn from Zack with magnetic
suspension in stainless steel. 55 cm, 18/10 mat.
850654, € 47,00

TOILET BUTLER CARVO

Black Line Mat: 18/10 stainless steel Powder
-coating, black matt designed by ZACK
Spare brush 940255B. 840508, € 199,00

NOLMA KEY CABINET
WITH MIRROR

Storage of your keys and mirror you, all at
once All 9 hooks can be moved around to fit
your keys. ZACK Design.
850603 small Ø 28 cm, € 100,00
850604 Ø 35 cm, 9 hooks 18/10 Mat, € 118,00

TOTEM MAX

VIDA WALL CLOCK

A timeless radio controlled wall clock from
Zack in matte stainless steel of 18/10 quality.
Ø 30cm. AA LR6 requires 1.5 V batteries for
the function of the watch. Ø 30cm, White
inside, 18/10 mat. 860066, € 129,00

Strong Engineered stand,
easy access buckets,
without lift-off lid. Robust,
easy-clean steel compartments. Easy to fill and
empty. Two sizes 40 and
60 litre, in three different
colours. With imporved
odour control. Built to last,
fingerprint proof stainless
steel.
30060, € 276,00
J30061 Stone, € 239,00
J30062 Graphite, € 239,00
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FOLIO™ STEEL

SSet of 4 chopping boards with stainless-steel case Colour-coded chopping boards with non-slip feet Knife-friendly,
textured cutting surfaces Stainless-steel case for organised storage Boards held apart, allowing air to circulate for
hygienic drying. Stainless-steel bars for easy board selection. 25,5x35,5x7 cm, stainless - PP.
J60170 stainless, J60172 rose gold, € 119,00

LINEA LOTION DISPENSER
ZACK®

Exclusive high-quality Pump that is
suitable for both liquid soap, lotion,
detergent or hand alcohol. Have it
look good for yourself or your guests,
ZACK Design. 16,9 x 4 x 8,6cm 190
ml. 840338, € 83,00

TORES LOTION DISPENSER
ZACK®

Exclusive high-quality Pump that is
suitable for both liquid soap, lotion,
detergent or hand alcohol. Have it
look good for yourself or your guests,
ZACK Design. 15,9cm Ø5,7cm
200ml. 840355, € 64,00

LINEA LOTION DISPENSER
ZACK®

Exclusive high-quality Pump that is
suitable for both liquid soap, lotion,
detergent or hand alcohol. Have it
look good for yourself or your guests,
ZACK Design . 16,9 x 4 x 6cm 190ml.
840369, € 64,00

XD INDUCTION 10 SET
MECOR SERVING TROLLEY

Zack stainless steel serving trolley and glass
shelves with lockable wheels. 41,2xh74, d65 cm
18/10 Mat stainless steel. 850727, € 421,00
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Our next generation XD diamond-reinforced nonstick coating was
developed in our lab in Switzerland after many years of research.
The Swiss Diamond XD line is a labor of love, produced using not
only a new nonstick diamond-reinforced coating formulation but
also and advanced production process. Included in the set XD6420i,
6424i,6718ic,6820ic,6720i,6728i,6128ic. Cast Alu.
SXDSET6099I, € 965,00

LINEA LOTION DISPENSER
ZACK®
Exclusive high-quality Pump that is
suitable for both liquid soap, lotion,
detergent or hand alcohol. Have
it look good for yourself or your
guests, ZACK Design . Black Line
Mat.: 18/10 stainless steel Powder
-coating, black matt designed
by ZACK. 16,9 x 4 x 6cm 190ml.
840406, € 81,00

OUTSIDE
Our selected range of products for summer beach hangings and other outdoor activities.
We have collected bags, picnic blankets, deck chairs, games and games as well as many
other smart give aways, so we hope you find something that may be right for you.

BEACHBAG JUTE

Beach bag in Jute weave. polyester inside,
closed at the top with zipper. Shoulder strap
23 cm long A must for the beach or why not for
shopping, Follow the sustainable. From
Bercato. H:40, L:35, W:17cm. Handle: 23cm
Jute/Black, Jute/Polyester. B40113, € 18,00

COOLER SMIDIG

Flexible cool bag to carry on the shoulder with
cooling function made of Jute. With the fit of
a PET bottle in height. 35x25x19 cm. B40101,
€ 14,50. Available in these colors:

COOLER LUNCH BAG JUTE
BURLAP

Cooler bag with cooling function, for
take-away in the car or for work made in
burlap. 22x10x15 cm. B40102, € 8,50

COOLER BASKET JUTE

Flexible picnic basket with cooling function
made of Jute weave and aluminum handle.
36x25x25 cm. B40100, € 25,00
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SAILOR
COOLER BAG

Cool vest in west coast
style, with zipper in
gold and PU details
and shoulder strap.
Suitable for the Bercato
Design family. H:35 x
W:20x D:27cm.
Navy blue/white.
Polyester/PU.
B79054, € 21,00

PICKNICK
BLANKET
TORPET CREAM

Picnic blanket in
recycled cotton. Lightly
rolled up . Design By
Bercato. 130x180 cm.
Recycled Cotton.
Blue/white B29100,
€ 14,00

PICKNICKPLÄD
TORPET BLUE

Picnic blanket in
recycled cotton. Lightly
rolled up. Design By
Bercato. 130x180 cm.
Recycled Cotton.
Blue/white.
B29101, € 14,00
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CANDLEHOLDER FYR

Stylish gold or black lantern of strong metal wire
with handle and glass protection for the block light
Available in more colors Bercato Design.
H: 41cm x Ø 20cm.
Gold. B69061, € 49,00

Black. B69062, € 49,00
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TOWEL DOT

Exclusive bath towel, For the sun
lounger or for the beach, Fits
just as well at home as at home.
High absorbency, woven 550gsm.
Made in Europe. 70x140 cm.
Black/white. Cotton.
B16066, € 29,00
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OFFER

€ 15
BATHTOWEL
PRINTED PINEAPPLE
From Bercato. 76x150 cm,
100% Cotton, 360 gsm.
B16062, € 25,00

BATHTOWEL
LEMON

From Bercato. 76x150 cm,
100% Cotton, 360 gsm.
B16063, € 25,00

BATHTOWEL
SURFERS PARADISE

From Bercato in 100%
cotton, 76x150 cm och 360
gsm. ÖKO-TEX standard
100. B16064, € 25,00

HAMMOCK

Nice hammock that is packed in a smooth
bag. 200x80 cm. B74032 lime, B74040 svart,
€ 21,10

SUN HAND FEATHER

You remeber the hot and sunny summer
we had? With this feather life will be easier
this year, perfect for both indoor or outdoor.
B40112, € 9,50

TOWEL PRINTED MAROCKO

Beautiful bathrobe in stylish Moroccan pattern.
Hanger on the short side. Made of velvet
terry in 100% cotton. 360gr / m2. ÖKO-TEX
standard 100. Packed in plastic bag. B16065,
€ 25,00

OFFER

€ 8,99

OFFER

€ 36,00

TUCAN BIRD FLOAT

Of course you will enjoy the summer’s best
swimming pool with a large inflatable tropical
bird. 197x191x106 cm filled with air. B99100,
€ 59,00

BEACH MAT

Bamboo underlay in black. Easy to roll up and
carry. 90x180 cm. B40085, € 6,95

BEACH BAG ZIG ZAG

Spacious bag in water resistant material. Lined
inside, thick rope as handle. Perfect for beach
or shopping. 59x35 cm. Small compartment
on the inside. B40083 green/white, € 11,80
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SUN CHAIR NET

This enjoyable sunchair is
collapsible with sturdy steel
legs and also has a pillow
that makes it more comfortable for you. Textiline / 600
D polyester / steel, 82x48x72
cm. Max weight 120kg
B74016 black, B74092 grey,
B74093 blue, € 32,00

SUN CHAIR FEATHER

With this sun chair you will
find peace and relaxation.
Easy to store as it is foldable
with handles. Textiline / 600
D polyester / steel, 82x48x72
cm. Max weight 120kg.
B40109, € 32,00
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OFFER

OFFER

€ 7,99

€ 11,99

OFFER

OFFER

€ 8,99

€ 9,99

BEACH BAG

Beach bag in 600D polyester. Outer compartment in mesh, sealed at the top with a zipper. 39x33x17 cm. B40075, € 10,00

BEACH BAG ZIGZAG INCLUDING MAT

Spacious bag in water resistant material. Lined inside, handle in the same fabric and includes a mat that can easily be attached to the outside.
Perfect for the beach. Size of the carpet 70x150 cm, bag 59x35 cm. B40084, € 16,80

BEACHBAG LIFE

A spacious bag made from water resistant material. Fully lined, thick rope handle and a small inside compartment. Perfect for the
beach or shopping. 55x40x10 cm. From Bercato B40096, € 15,00

BEACHBAG

A spacious bag made from water resistant material. Fully lined, thick rope handle and a small inside compartment. Perfect for the
beach or shopping. 57x38x25 cm, blue/white, nature, woven paper. B40097, € 15,00
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OFFER

€ 7,99
HIT THE TIN

Fun game including 10 tins, which
are to set up, like a pyramid. Now
you need to knock down all of them
on 3 throws to win. Packed in gift
box. From Bercato.
B79050 € 10,00

OFFER

€ 14,99
SLIDE BALL
TARGET GAME

Fun precision game for the
whole family. Roll the ball as
far as you can for the highest
score. Packed in gift box.
White. Wood/Steel.
47 x 19 x 5,3cm.
B79047, € 29,10

OFFER

€ 9,99
RING TOSS GAME SET

Throw ring is a classic wood throwing
game. Throw the rings on the pins and
collect points. A fun outdoor game that
never gets boring! Contains 1st cross
with 5 goal sticks and 5 castors Ø 13cm.
B79053, € 13,50
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OFFER

€ 18,99
GIANT PICK-UP GAME

25 colorful wooden sticks from Bercato. Great fun
game for young and old. Can be played outside. Game
instructions are included. Length: 95 cm Ø 12 mm.
B79051, € 26,30

OFFER

€ 19,99
PICNIC RUG-ROLL UP,
FLEECE W QUILT

Quilted picnic plaid in fleece with plastic
underside. Rolls easily together with Velcro
straps and handles that make it easy to carry.
Extra large size 130x180cm. Design Ulrika
Elofsson. B28090, € 30,00

COTTONTHROW TINA

Woven plaid in 100% cotton. Fringes on both
sides. Size 130x170cm. Packed in gift box.
235101, € 23,00

PICNIC BLANKET FEATHER
TURQUOISE

Picnic blanket for all the coming picnics. Has
a plastic cover underneeth so moist will not
appear. 130x150 cm. B28098, € 30,00
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COOLER PLAY

Cooling bag and game. In its outer compartment containing a beach tennis game and
inside with cooler function. 40x28x12 cm.
B40043, € 20,00
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OFFER

€ 17,99

COOLER BIG

A larger coolerbag with many practical
compartments, with shoulder strap and handle. 34x20x28 cm. B40009, € 24,00

COOLER FUN

A spacious cool bag with 2 separate pieces. In
the middle there is room for a thermos or bottle.
47x21x23cm. B40020 turquoise,
B40021 lime, € 18,00

OFFER

€ 9,99

COOLER FUN

A spacious cool bag with 2 separate pieces.
In the middle there is room for a thermos
or bottle. 47x21x23cm. B40020 turquoise,
B40021 lime, € 18,00

OFFER

€ 9,99

COOLER DUO

A small, smooth cool bag that can be divided
into 2 bags. Many pockets and compartments
28x15x23 cm. B40036, € 18,00

OFFER

€ 12,99

COOLER PLAY

Cooling bag and game. In its outer compartment containing a beach tennis game and
inside with cooler function. 40x28x12 cm.
B40043, € 20,00

OFFER

€ 9,99

COOLER BEACH

Spacious coolerbag with sturdy handles.
30x40x20 cm. B40045 lime,
B40046 turquoise, € 18,00

SUPER ICE PACK

Smart soft ice pack from Bercato Add in
the freezer and it lasts for hours, available in
several colors. 195x125 mm, polymer. B40027
Marin, B40028 red, B40029 white, B40055
black. € 2,90
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GADGET BAG TAN

Finally order the cords and
chargers! Baway Gadget
Purse, simplifies and gets organized before the trip or at
home. Made of fine leather
and has good and practical
compartments inside. Made
of BSCI-certified leather that
complies with EU ”REACH”
standards. 28x20x2 cm.
613178, € 94,00

BRIEFCASE TAN

Slim leather case in Real
Leather, for computer up to
13 ”. On the front a large
pocket closable with magnet.
Zip pocket at the back. Fully
padded inside and a padded
pocket. Removable and
adjustable shoulder strap.
Made of fine leather and has
good and practical inside
compartments Manufactured Of BSCI-certified
leather that complies with
EU ”REACH” standards.
38x30x6 cm.
613194, € 212,00

TOILETRY BAG TAN

Smooth and flat to pack.
Hook for hanging and
4 compartments for your
toiletries. Made of BSCI
certified leather that
complies with EU ”REACH”
standards, and with nylon
lining on the inside. 23x24
cm. /58cm/24 cm. 613177,
€ 135,00

LUGGAGE TAG TAN

Practical and fine Address
take in leather with short
space for name and address.
Made of BSCI-certified
leather that complies with
EU ”REACH” standards.
12x7 cm. 613174, € 21,00
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TRAVEL
Surely everyone wants to travel, whether that journey be long or
short, we all want to travel in style. A journey titillates the senses,
wakens our curiosity and creates memories. In this category you will
discover everything you need to make your journey extra special.
Clever functional products mixed with exlusive leather items.
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BRIEFCASE

Exclusive quilted classic
men’s briefcase in waxed
buffalo leather with
computer pocket for 15.6
”laptop with a cotton lining.
Pocket with YKK zipper
on the inside for passport,
mobile pocket and penholder in leather. Closes with
metal buckle. Handles and
a detachable shoulder strap.
Packed in bag. 42x30x13 cm.
From Baway. 613115, € 340,00

WEEKEND BAG

Exclusive, spacious weekend
bag in waxed buffalo
leather with padded outer
compartment with room for
a 13,3” laptop/iPad. Several
compartments of varying
sizes, e.g. for passport,
mobile phone and pen
holder. W 45, H 32 depth
13 cm. From Baway. Brown
613120, € 400,00

TOILETRY BAG

Exclusive toiletry bag made
from the finest waxed
buffalo leather, cotton lined,
six compartments and YKK
metal zippers. From Baway.
Packed in bag. 29x12x17 cm.
613116, € 106,00

GLASSES CASE

Exclusive cover made from
waxed buffalo hide, from
Baway. 613165, € 42,00
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SHOULDER BAG

Exclusive quilted bag in waxed buffalo leather
with computer pocket for 13.3 ”laptop and cotton lining. Several pockets in various sizes for
example passports and mobile and penholder.
Two long handles, a detachable shoulder strap,
sealed at the top with YKK metal zippers.
Packed in bag. 37x29x7 cm. From Baway
613114, € 212,00

SHOULDER BAG MINI

Exclusive small shoulder bag in waxed buffalo
leather, perfect for all things you need when
traveling, boarding passes, wallet, keys etc.
There is also space for an iPad mini. Outside
pocket and security pocket. From Baway
Packed in bag. 613138 € 159,00

MESSENGER BAG

Exclusive bag in waxed buffalo leather with
magnet lock. Room for a för 13” laptop/iPad,
several compartments on the inside, pockets
with YKK zipper and adjustable shoulder
strap. Packed in bag. 36x29x9 cm. 613192,
€ 280,00

COMPUTER SLEEVE
QUILTED, 13”

Exclusive computer case in waxed buffalo
leather. Suitable for a 13 ”computer. Quilted
compartment on the outside. YKK zipper.
Packed in black fabric bag. 613195, € 109,00

LAPTOP CASE

A very slim briefcase perfect for a 13” laptop.
Several small pockets and room for a couple
of magazines or a binder. Exterior pockets on
both sides. Made from buffalo leather. Adjustable shoulder strap. From Baway. 38x28x6 cm.
613140, € 255,00

BACK PACK CITY

Exclusive backpack in waxed buffalo leather.
Pockets with space for iPad and adjustable
shoulder straps. Packed in bag. From Baway.
613131 € 331,00
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BRIEFCASE 13”

Exclusive quilted classic men’s briefcase in waxed buffalo leather with computer pocket for 13”
laptop with a cotton lining. Pocket with YKK zipper on the inside for passport, mobile pocket and
penholder in leather. Closes with metal buckle. Handles and a detachable shoulder strap.
Packed in bag. 27x30x9 cm. From Baway. 613191, € 280,00
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IPAD MINI SLEEVE

IPAD BAG

TRAVEL WALLET

NOTE BOOK

10-YEAR DIARYBOOK

APRON BAWAY

KEY HOLDER

CARD WALLET

APRON CANVAS BAWAY

Exclusive soft padded case in waxed cow
leather. B15, h 20 cm. From Baway. 613108,
€ 68,00

Exclusive notebook with blank pages.
Cover in waxed buffalo leather. You can
replace the book when it is filled with writing.
613136, € 59,00

Exclusive key holder in brown leather, 2,5x8
cm. 613141, € 12,00

Exclusive soft padded case in waxed buffalo
leather. Cotton liner, pocket for business cards
and YKK metal zipper. Packed in bag. 30x23
cm. From Baway. 613111, € 97,00

Exclusive 10-year diary. Cover in waxed buffalo leather. You can replace the book when it
is filled with writing. 22,5x16 cm, only Swedish
language. 613137, € 74,00

Exclusive wallet in waxed cow leather with
7 compartments for cards and a pocket for
notes. 9.5x8 cm. 613118, € 25,00

Exclusive travel wallet made from the finest
waxed buffalo leather. It is zippered (YKK
metal zipper) to keep your boarding pass,
passport, credit cards and passport, secure
in their individual compartments. 23x14 cm.
From Baway 613117, € 85,00

Exclusive apron in waxed buffalo leather.
Checked flannel lining on the back. Front
pockets with rivets in the corners for extra
durability, cook lining and an extra pocket for
the drink that extinguishes the thirst while
the food is cooked. 78x66 cm, brown. 613127,
€ 276,00

Apron in heavy canvas with checkered lining.
Pocket and waistband in buffalo leather. Hand
wash 30 degrees. 78x66 cm, khaki. 613166,
€ 100,00
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BATH & SPA
What could be better than a soft gift? With our wonderful cotton quality we
can offer a a lifelong product which will give you a very satisfied recipient.
All our cotton is USA Cotton certified and all our terry towelling is Öko Tex
certified provifing you with a sense of security in your choice of gift.
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SINCE 1985

®

STEEL GREY

100% cotton, 550 g/m2.
50x70, 70103075, € 11,00
70x140, 70104075, € 21,00

BLUE VELVET

100% cotton, 550 g/m2.
50x70, 70103060, € 11,00
70x140, 70104060, € 21,00

WHITE

100% cotton, 550 g/m2.
50x70, 70103001, € 11,00
70x140, 70104001, € 21,00

ANTHRACITE GREY
100% cotton, 550 g/m2.
50x70, 70103076, € 11,00
70x140, 70104076, € 21,00

ROYAL TOUCH
ROBE WHITE

M 70202001, L 70203001,
XL 70204001, XXL 70205001,
€ 75,00

ROYAL TOUCH
ROBE STEEL GREY

M 70202075, L 70203075,
XL 70204075, XXL 70205075,
€ 75,00

ROYAL TOUCH
ROBE VELVET BLUE
M 70202060, L 70203060,
XL 70204060, XXL
70205060, € 75,00
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HAMAM ROBE

Grey/white, 100 % cotton, packed
in giftbox, from Royal Touch. S/M
70206001, € 49,00
Black/white, 100 % bomull, packed
in giftbox, from Royal Touch. S/M
70206002, € 49,00
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HAMAM TOWEL

50x90cm grey, 100 % cotton, packed in
giftbox, from Royal Touch. 70106001, € 9,00
50x90cm black, 100 % cotton, packed in
giftbox, from Royal Touch. 70106002, € 9,00

HAMAM BATHTOWEL

100x180 cm blue, 100 % cotton, packed in giftbox,
from Royal Touch. 70107003, € 28,00
100x180 cm black, 100 % cotton, packed in giftbox,
from Royal Touch. 70107002, € 28,00
100x180 cm grey, 100 % cotton, packed in giftbox,
from Royal Touch. 70107001, € 28,00

Think quality in the form of high absorption properties, a long useful life, colour resistance and a wonderful feel even after many years
of washing. That’s quality, that’s Premium Touch. To achieve the
best quality, all Premium Touch towels are washed and tumble-dried
during production. For the best useful life and feel, we use cotton
from the Cotton USA brand, OEKO-TEX® and made in Turkey.

PREMIUM TOUCH
ROBE

330g/m2 Steel grey
S/M 72222075,
L/XL 72224075,
€ 46,00

PREMIUM TOUCH
ROBE
330g/m2 White
S/M 72222001,
L/XL 72224001,
€ 46,00

CREAM

100% cotton, 400 g/m2.
50x70, 72203002, € 6,50
70x130, 72203502, € 15,50
90x150, 72204502, € 22,00

DARK GREY

100% cotton, 400 g/m2.
50x70, 72203077, € 6,50
70x130, 72203577, € 15,50
90x150, 72204577, € 22,00

LIGHT GREY

100% cotton, 400 g/m2.
50x70, 72203074, € 6,50
70x130, 72203574, € 15,50
90x150, 72204574, € 22,00

LILAC

100% cotton, 400 g/m2.
50x70, 72203025, € 6,50
70x130, 72203525, € 15,50

WHITE

100% cotton, 400 g/m2.
50x70, 72203001, € 6,50
70x130, 72203501, € 15,50
90x150, 72204501, € 22,00

BLUE VELVET

100% cotton, 400 g/m2.
50x70, 72203060, € 6,50
70x130, 72203560, € 15,50
90x150, 72204560, € 22,00

BLACK

100% cotton, 400 g/m2.
50x70, 72203099, € 6,50
70x130, 72203599, € 15,50

BORDEAUX

100% cotton, 400 g/m2.
50x70, 72203034, € 6,50
70x130, 72203534, € 15,50
90x150, 72204534, € 22,00

TURQUOISE

100% cotton, 400 g/m2.
50x70, 72203053, € 6,50
70x130, 72203553, € 15,50
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PROFILE
As a business it is important to be seen! To profile a product displaying your logo is a big
responsibility for us and one which we take very seriously. All products in this category are
adapted in order to be noticed, spread your message and create new realtionships.
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42 mm

35 mm

30 mm

Tryckbar yta

20 mm

MUG ARMY

Original. This series has ancestors from the Swedish army of the 30’s,
Launched in the 80’s, with it´s rugged simplicity robust design available
in several colors and models. 27 cl. 465100 white, 465600 black, € 4,50

Tryckbar yta

MUG ARMY

9 cl. 463100 white, 463600 black, € 3,20

XX mm

XX mm

Tryckbar yta
XX mm

XX mm

Tryckbar yta

GLASS PICARDIE

Made in 1954, the Duralex glass Picardie, became a success from the first
day. It is designed to be handy to hold in your hand, with facets that reflect
the light and enchant the beverage. Hardened and shock resistant.
50 cl 645200, € 3,80, 36 cl 645100, € 3,30, 31 cl 645500, € 2,90,
9 cl 645300, € 1,49. Moq 6 pcs.
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42 mm

75 mm

42 mm

Tryckbar yta

MUG SIESTA

20 cl. B62127 off-white, B62125 black, B62126 marine, € 3,50

75 mm

Tryckbar yta

MUG RIO GLOSSY

30 cl. B62011 white, B62012 black, B62016 marine, € 3,50

42 mm

42 mm

65 mm

75 mm

Tryckbar yta

MUG JAVA

20 cl. B62047 off-white, B62045 black, B62046 marine,
B62055 grey, € 3,50

Tryckbar yta

MUG PAUS

25 cl. B62044 off-white, B62042 black, B62043 marine,
B62052 grey, € 3,50

165 mm
XX mm

XX mm

Tryckbar yta
70 mm

MUG DE WILLE

34 cl, stackable. B62158, € 3,50

MUG NEW YORK

30 cl. B62002 white, B62003 black, € 2,90

GIFT BOX MUG

1-mug B90051, € 2,00 • 2-mug B90052, € 2,60 • 4-mug B90053, € 3,50
Imprint 1-color 96 pcs € 1,39, excl startup cost.
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Tryckbar yta

42 mm

75 mm

Tryckbar yta

MUG RIO GLOSSY 2

30 cl. B62006 red, B62013 lime, B62007 black, B62008 marine, € 3,50

42 mm

75 mm

Tryckbar yta

MUG RIO 2-COLOR

30 cl. B62049 black/lightgrey, B62050 marine/light blue,
B62054 grey/antracit, € 3,50

GIFT BOX MUG

1-mug B90051, € 2,00 • 2-mug B90052, € 2,60 • 4-mug B90053, € 3,50
Imprint 1-color 96 pcs € 1,39, excl startup cost.
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r
Contact you
reseller for
design and
price.

FROM CONCEPT
TO REALITY
– a concept that enhances your brand

Our business concept is to work for and with our customers and to enhance your brand together. We’re presenting a concept
here that has been carefully developed by us in order to suit you in particular and to help you to become more visible.
This is how it works
1. Having agreed with the customer about what you want to achieve with your brand, we contact our design agency…
2. we ask them to draw up design proposals for your towel…
3. …we then send the sketches out to you for any comments – and we make the necessary adjustments according to your
preferences…
4. …we then send the sketches to the factory, where your towel is produced.

TOWEL WITH
WOVEN BORDER
This technique means that we weave the logo or the pattern you like in the
border. You can choose up to 4 colors including the color of the towel.
Quantity
Minimum quantity is 200 pcs.The design confirms from the sketch/picture.

TOWEL
WITH PRINT
Do you want to create a totally unique towel with many colors, perhaps this
method is the best option when even printing of photographs is possible. We
can print all over the towel’s surface.
Quantity
Minimum quantity is 200 pcs.The design confirms from the sketch/picture.
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TOWEL WITH
EMBROIDERY
With this method, you can embroider any logo or pattern you wish.
Placement of the embroidery is optional.
Of course, you get to choose your own PMS color logo or pattern.
The price is based on 5000stiches but you can make larger or smaller
embroidery if you like.
Quantity
Minimum quantity is 200 pcs.The design confirms from the sketch/picture.

RELIEF WOVEN
TOWEL
Relief technique means “cutting out” the print in the towel. The print goes
tone in tone as the color of the towel witch gives a soft but prominent
pattern and a discreet and stylish labeling.
Quantity
Minimum quantity is 200 pcs.The design confirms from the sketch/picture.

JACQUARD
WOVEN TOWEL
This technique means weaving a pattern / colors in the towel. Usually or
technically, it is easiest to use two colors; one bottom color and one color of
the logo. If you want to mix a light and a dark color we recommend to use
higher gram weight to avoid colors see through. It is good to know is that
the towel has a positive and a negative side. This is an appreciated
and luxurious quality.
Quantity
Minimum quantity is 500 pcs.The design confirms from the sketch/picture.
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BBQ STICK

Grill stick with telescopic tube. Store in the
supplied nylon bag. B60013, € 14,30

FLOATING
KEY HOLDER

Nyckelring i form av en
Key ring in the shape of a mini
flip flop. Floats in water with a
capacity of up to 55 grams. 9x4.5
cm, EVA plastic. B74006, € 2,00

MINI MAXI SAC REFLECTIVE
SILVER POLYESTER

Mini maxi backpack with charisma. Trendy gym-bag
style made of reflective material. Pull the shoulder
straps together to close the bag 2 additional carrying
straps. Exterior zip pocket. Material: premium polyester
fabric, water-repellent with highly reflective glass-bead
coating 43,5x60x7 cm, silver, PP. ROZ1030, € 19,50

OFFER

€4

CAR MUG

Mug takeaway with steel
inside. and tight-fitting lid.
With a single apart screwing,
one can profile the partition
wall with a piece of paper
with own print. Thermos
mug insert. 28 cl, 135 mm.
Acryl/stainless.
B62071, € 6,90

BBQ CLEANING BRUSH

Simple grill grille brush
with 3 functions.
11,5 x 10 x 7,5 cm.
Plastic/metal.
B60021, € 2,50
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SMALL FLASHLIGHT

Black aluminium, incl batteries, 13 cm.
B79135, € 6,80

CAR MUG

Mug take away, steel and tight-fitting
lid. 0,4 L, h 20,5cm Stainless/plastic.
B62088, € 9,00

BATH THERMOMETER

Keep track of the water temperature this
summer. Floating bath thermometer with
string, ABS. B74024 turquoise, € 3,58

BIG CAR / THERMOS MUG INSERT

Mug takeaway with dubble wall. and tight-fitting
lid. With a single apart screwing, one can profile
the partition wall with a piece of paper with own
print. 45 cl, h 20 cm. B62075, € 5,90
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COTTON BAG LONG
HANDLES 200 G/M2

In 100% cotton, 40x40x9 cm. B30011 white,
B30013 black, B30017 nature, € 4,00

COTTON BAG ORGANIC

In 100% cotton, 40x40x9 cm. B30020 nature, € 5,00

YOUR LOGO OR
MESSAGE HERE
BAG NON WOVEN

40x40x9 cm. B30021 black, B30022 marine, B30023 red, € 1,50

COTTON BAG 150 G/M2

In 100% cotton, 40x40x9 cm. B30008 nature, B30016 marine, B30014 red, B30015 lime, B30019 turquoise, € 3,50

COTTON BAG 250 G/M2

In 100% cotton, 43x43x14 cm. B30003 nature, B30004
black, B30012 marine, € 5,50
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